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ABSTRACT

A sample of 448 significant tornado events was collected, representing a population of 1072 individual

tornadoes across the contiguous United States from 2000 to 2008. Classification of convective mode was

assessed from radar mosaics for each event with the majority classified as discrete cells compared to quasi-

linear convective systems and clusters. These events were further stratified by season and region and com-

pared with a null-tornado database of 911 significant hail and wind events that occurred without nearby

tornadoes. These comparisons involved 1) environmental variables that have been used through the past 25–

50 yr as part of the approach to tornado forecasting, 2) recent sounding-based parameter evaluations, and 3)

convective mode. The results show that composite and kinematic parameters (whether at standard pressure

levels or sounding derived), along with convective mode, provide greater discrimination than thermodynamic

parameters between significant tornado versus either significant hail or wind events that occurred in the

absence of nearby tornadoes.

1. Introduction

Severe weather forecasting has evolved considerably

since the formation of the Severe Local Storms (SELS)

Center of the U.S. Weather Bureau in the early 1950s

(Corfidi 1999), to the current variation of SELS known

as the Storm Prediction Center (SPC). Forecasting in

the early days of SELS was limited largely to pattern

recognition, sounding analysis, and subjectively pre-

dicting changes in the convective environment (Schaefer

1986; Galway 1992). Advances in numerical modeling

and detailed field observations have resulted in a greater

physical understanding of the processes supportive of

severe thunderstorms and tornadoes (e.g., Bluestein

1999; Davies-Jones et al. 2001; Wilhelmson and Wicker

2001). This increasing knowledge base has manifested

itself in a more ingredients-based approach (Doswell et al.

1996) to severe storm forecasting—focusing on parame-

ters representing relevant physical processes (Johns and

Doswell 1992; Moller 2001), and also leading to numerous

observational studies aimed at identifying environmental

characteristics associated with various types of severe

thunderstorms and tornadoes (e.g., Johns et al. 1993;

Rasmussen and Blanchard 1998; Thompson et al. 2003).

Operational meteorologists have benefited from a dra-

matic increase in the quantity and quality of numerical

weather prediction model guidance since the mid-1990s

with the advent of gridded model output and numerous

sounding-derived parameters related to severe storm

occurrence (e.g., measures of buoyancy and vertical wind
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shear). This has largely supplanted basic pattern recog-

nition techniques, further confirmed by recent studies

such as that of Bunkers et al. (2010), which discouraged

the exclusive use of 700-hPa temperatures to assess the

degree of capping inversion associated with an elevated

mixed layer (EML). Nevertheless, mandatory pressure-

level displays are commonly utilized by operational me-

teorologists, and it is these fields that form the initial basis

of many significant tornado forecasts at the SPC. Gridded

depictions of base-state variables (e.g., winds, heights,

temperatures, dewpoints) allow SPC forecasters to

quickly quantify and/or infer degrees of moisture, in-

stability, and lift, prior to more vigorous interrogation

of sounding-derived measures. This is especially true

for the timely production of convective outlooks since

several mandatory-level variables are relevant proxies to

a corresponding sounding-derived evaluation (e.g., 850-

and 500-hPa wind direction and speed for low- and

midlevel shear; temperatures and dewpoints for in-

stability and buoyancy). In addition, parameterized con-

vective processes present in operational model forecast

soundings substantially modify thermodynamic profiles

and associated parameters in ways that can be difficult

to correlate to observed physical processes (Kain et al.

2003). Thus, the use of mandatory pressure-level winds,

heights, temperatures, and dewpoints (including their

changes within an Eulerian frame of reference) remains

an integral part of the analysis and forecast process at

the SPC.

Miller (1972) noted several mandatory pressure-level

and surface parameters associated with significant severe

weather outbreaks. In general, indicators for outbreak

events were characterized by stronger tropospheric flow,

greater instability and low-level moisture, and greater

midlevel height and surface pressure falls, compared to

nonoutbreak severe events. However, significant tornado

outbreaks are sometimes associated with weak or ill-

defined forcing (e.g., Thompson and Edwards 2000),

which has been shown to favor discrete cell development

(Schumann and Roebber 2010). Conversely, strong

forcing tends to favor mixed or linear convective modes

(e.g., Bunkers et al. 2006; Dial et al. 2010). Given this,

along with the operational use of simulated radar re-

flectivity from convection-allowing model guidance

(Kain et al. 2008), convective mode is an important con-

sideration in forecasting significant severe storm events

(e.g., Thompson and Mead 2006) based on radar identi-

fication of the primary storm types associated with such

events.

Trapp et al. (2005) examined all reported tornadoes

from January 1998 through December 2000 and the as-

sociated radar reflectivity mosaics to establish the rela-

tive frequency of tornadoes with quasi-linear convective

systems (QLCSs). Their results suggest that QLCSs are

responsible for as much as 35%–50% of all tornadoes in

the Midwest (e.g., Indiana and surrounding states), and

that QLCS tornadoes occasionally produce damage

rated as category 2–4 on the enhanced Fujita scale

(EF2–EF41). Gallus et al. (2008) and Duda and Gallus

(2010) examined all reported severe weather events

over a 10-state region from most of the Great Plains to

the upper and middle Mississippi River valley during the

period of 1 April–31 August in 2002 and 2007, re-

spectively. Their results suggest that around 35% of all

severe reports were associated with QLCSs. However,

operational meteorologists at the SPC, as well as long-

time storm enthusiasts, have noted a distinct tendency

for significant tornadoes (EF2–EF5 damage) in the

Great Plains to occur with discrete supercells as opposed

to linear convective systems.

The goals of this work are to 1) provide a national,

several-year-long climatology of convective mode for

significant tornado events and 2) compare convective

mode to mandatory-level kinematic–thermodynamic

variables and their associated sounding-derived mea-

sures to calibrate forecaster observations and prefer-

ences when attempting to forecast significant tornado

events. To achieve these goals, we documented all sig-

nificant tornadoes across the contiguous United States

(CONUS) from 2000 to 2008, and assigned a radar-

based convective mode to each tornado. Environmental

variables that have been used through the past 25–50 yr

as part of the pattern recognition approach to tornado

forecasting were cataloged for each tornado event, and

these variables were compared to more recent sounding-

based parameter evaluations (e.g., Rasmussen and

Blanchard 1998; Rasmussen 2003; Thompson et al. 2003)

for each event. The same information was collected for

a comparison dataset of significant severe thunderstorm

events that occurred without tornadoes. Finally, a statis-

tical comparison was performed to determine which of

the mandatory-level variables, sounding-based parame-

ters, and convective modes provide better discrimination

between significant tornado events and significant severe

thunderstorm events that occurred without tornadoes.

2. Data and methods

a. Event selection

Two distinct databases of severe thunderstorm reports

from across the CONUS were derived from the SPC

1 All references to Fujita-scale damage ratings prior to 1 February

2007 are noted as being on the enhanced Fujita (EF) scale.
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severe weather database, which originates from Storm

Data reports collected by National Weather Service

forecast offices and published by the National Climatic

Data Center. The first database included all EF2 or

greater tornadoes that were identified from January

2000 through December 2008. The second database

consisted of all 2- in. (5.1 cm) or greater hail and 65-kt

(33.4 m s21, where 1 kt 5 0.514 m s21) or greater wind

reports (in the absence of tornadoes) from January 2003

through December 2008. The 9-yr database for signifi-

cant tornadoes was chosen to ensure a similar sample

size to the 6-yr database of significant wind and hail re-

ports. We restricted our examination to significant severe

reports because such events are more likely to be re-

ported properly. Of course, any particular severe thun-

derstorm event is subject to the vagaries of damage

ratings for tornadoes (Doswell and Burgess 1988) and the

reporting system (e.g., Trapp et al. 2006), as well as po-

tential errors in estimated magnitudes of wind and hail.

For each significant tornado event, the convective

mode was determined at the beginning time of the re-

port, utilizing base (0.58-elevation angle) radar reflec-

tivity mosaic images available from either the SPC severe

thunderstorm events web page (http://www.spc.noaa.gov/

exper/archive/events/), the image archive from the Uni-

versity Center for Atmospheric Research (http://www.

mmm.ucar.edu/imagearchive/), or the Iowa Environ-

mental Mesonet (http://mesonet.agron.iastate.edu/GIS/

apps/rview/warnings.phtml). Three convective mode

classifications were defined as follows:

1) discrete cell—relatively isolated cell(s) with a circular

or elliptically shaped region of reflectivity with max-

imum values greater than or equal to 50 dBZ, after

Trapp et al. (2005);

2) QLCS—a continuous major axis of at least 40-dBZ

echoes with length greater than or equal to 100 km

that shared a common leading edge and moved in

tandem; additionally, the major axis had to be at least

3 times as long as the minor axis, following Trapp

et al. (2005) and Grams et al. (2006); and

3) cluster—reserved for conglomerates of several cells

that were not clearly identifiable as either discrete cell

or QLCS in regional radar reflectivity mosaics, typically

consisting of at least a contiguous region of 40-dBZ

echoes in a 2500 km2 (i.e., 50 km 3 50 km) area.

The discrete cell and QLCS events were relatively

easy to identify in most cases, as illustrated in Figs. 1a–c.

Neither individual Weather Surveillance Radar-1988

Doppler (WSR-88D) site data, nor algorithm output,

were utilized in the convective mode determination.

Several of the cluster and QLCS categorizations may

have consisted of more discrete or embedded supercell

FIG. 1. Examples (highlighted by an oval or polygon) of convective

modes derived from regional reflectivity mosaic images.
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components when considering full-resolution (level II)

reflectivity and velocity data. This is a distinct limitation

of utilizing regional reflectivity mosaics because clas-

sification of supercell or nonsupercell archetypes is not

possible. However, we believe that multiple subjective

examinations (at least two and sometimes three inde-

pendent classifications for each event) of the base reflec-

tivity mosaic images were sufficient to correctly identify

the basic radar reflectivity structures in the vast majority of

events.

For each of the three convective modes, the most

significant tornado damage rating was catalogued during

each convective day (1200–1200 UTC), and these tor-

nadoes served as the basis for subsequent data collection

(if multiple tornadoes had the same damage rating, the

earliest tornado was catalogued). Additional EF2 or

greater tornadoes that occurred within 6 h and 300 km

of the most significant tornado with each mode type were

not considered as separate events. For example, multiple

nearby significant tornadoes with multiple discrete cells

were considered a single event in this sample. This ap-

proach reduced the chance that single outbreaks with

many significant tornadoes would dominate the re-

sults and introduce data dependency into the sample.

Similarly, the significant hail and wind databases were

refined further to exclude events that occurred within

6 h and 300 km of any tornado, and only the largest hail

and highest wind events of the convective day were

catalogued.

b. Environmental data

Commonly utilized mandatory pressure-level and

surface data were collected from two data sources. The

primary source was the National Centers for Environ-

mental Prediction (NCEP) operational Rapid Update

Cycle (RUC) model (Benjamin et al. 2004) hourly anal-

yses. For the initial time and location of a significant se-

vere event, environmental conditions were assigned from

the nearest analysis grid point at the closest hourly time.

The 40-km (20 km) RUC model gridded analyses were

utilized from May 2002 to December 2004 (from January

2005 to December 2008). It is acknowledged that this

methodology for the spatiotemporal sampling of a se-

vere storm environment may not necessarily be opti-

mal (Potvin et al. 2010). However, these analyses were

considered reasonable proxies for direct observations of

the severe storm environment, following Thompson et al.

(2003).

Prior to May 2002, archived RUC model analyses

were unavailable. Thus, a secondary data source was a

combination of station plots and automated 0000 and

1200 UTC mandatory pressure-level charts on the SPC

web page (http://www.spc.noaa.gov/obswx/maps/). Man-

datory pressure-level data were collected manually by

temporally and spatially interpolating to the time and

location of each significant tornado event. This dataset

was used to form a comparison with the gridded RUC

analysis data from May 2002 through December 2007.

Differences between the two data retrieval methods

were generally small with negligible biases (Table 1),

further supporting our expectation of the RUC analysis

being a reasonable approximation of the storm envi-

ronment. Thus, the mandatory pressure-level data for

the significant tornado event sample was composed of

manually interpolated observed data from January 2000

to April 2002 for 104 events and nearest RUC model grid

point analyses from May 2002 to December 2008 for the

remaining 344 events.

Sounding-based parameter data were derived from

the SPC severe storm environment database (Dean and

Schneider 2008) from January 2003 (the beginning of the

TABLE 1. Differences between subjectively interpolated man-

datory pressure-level data and RUC model hourly analyses for 219

significant tornado events from May 2002 through December 2007.

500-hPa geopotential

height Mean difference: 9 m

Difference threshold (m) No. of events Percentage of events

610 99 45%

620 166 76%

630 199 91%

500-hPa wind direction Mean difference: 22.28

Difference threshold (8) No. of events Percentage of events

611.25 150 68%

622.50 202 92%

700-hPa temperature Mean difference: 0.08C

Difference threshold (8C) No. of events Percentage of events

61 173 79%

62 210 96%

850-hPa dewpoint Mean difference: 0.18C

Difference threshold (8C) No. of events Percentage of events

61 121 55%

62 171 78%

63 194 89%

850-hPa wind speed

Mean difference:

20.3 m s21

Difference threshold

(m s21) No. of events Percentage of events

62.5 110 50%

65.0 186 85%

67.5 204 93%
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SPC archive) to December 2008. The environment for

each severe event was based on 40-km RUC hourly

analyses for data above the surface, combined with ob-

jectively analyzed surface observations that utilize RUC

surface conditions as a first guess (Bothwell et al. 2002).

Gridpoint data were then analyzed for a variety of kine-

matic and thermodynamic diagnostic fields related to

severe convection using a modified UNIX version of the

Skew T–Hodograph Analysis and Research Program

(SHARP) sounding analysis program (Hart and Korotky

1991) called NSHARP. Environmental conditions were

assigned from the nearest analysis grid point at the closest

hourly time prior to the severe event.

Each event was assigned into geographical and sea-

sonal categories to be described in section 3, with at least

24 events needed for a given region and season to be

shown for comparisons in section 4. Statistical compari-

sons were performed between each region and season

for significant tornado events versus significant hail and

wind events (each treated separately) that occurred in

the absence of nearby tornadoes. The one-sided, non-

parametric Mann–Whitney U test (Mann and Whitney

1947) was used to determine statistical significance at the

0.01 alpha level of whether the mean of one independent

sample was larger than the other.

3. Convective mode climatology

a. Tornado events

A sample of 448 significant tornado events, represent-

ing the population of 1072 individual significant torna-

does, was collected during the 9-yr period from January

2000 through December 2008 across the CONUS. Our

convective mode classification of the significant tornado

population is largely consistent with the findings of Trapp

et al. (2005). As shown in Fig. 2a, the relative frequency of

the population of significant tornadoes with discrete cells

was greater than the relative frequency of the event

sample of significant tornadoes with discrete cells. QLCS

and cluster tornadoes were somewhat overrepresented in

the event selection process. This is likely due to larger

outbreaks of significant tornadoes (i.e., six or more EF2 1

tornadoes in a convective day) in which discrete storms

were more common (0.76 of 489 individual tornadoes)

than similar outbreaks of significant QLCS (0.18) and

cluster tornadoes (0.06). This contrasts with convective

days consisting of a single significant tornado, where

QLCS and cluster modes were relatively more common

(0.29 and 0.18 of 179 individual tornadoes, respectively).

The relative distributions of significant tornadoes in-

creasingly favor discrete cells over QLCS and cluster

events when tornado damage ratings increase from EF2

to EF4 or greater (Fig. 2b).

The significant tornado events were concentrated

between the Rockies and the Appalachians (Fig. 3).

FIG. 2. Relative frequency of (a) significant tornadoes by convective mode for the 2000–08 population of 1072 and

study sample of 448 events and (b) convective mode by EF scale for the study sample. The count of events is provided

above each bar graph.

FIG. 3. Numbers of significant tornado events by state. Geo-

graphic regions are noted by filled groupings (northern Great

Plains in light gray, southern Great Plains in black, Midwest in dark

gray, and Southeast in medium gray).
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Significant tornado events were substantially less common

across the western Great Plains from New Mexico to

Montana, though lower population densities and fewer

structures suggest that a larger percentage of tornadoes

here may be underrated or underreported compared to

areas farther east in the Great Plains and Mississippi

River valley (e.g., Rasmussen 2003). Relatively few sig-

nificant tornado events were documented from the central

Appalachians into New England, along with the western

United States. Regional subdivisions marked in Fig. 3

were based on geographic features (e.g., the Rockies and

Appalachians) and climatological variations in seasonal

flow regimes (e.g., oscillation of stronger prevailing west-

erlies from the southern Great Plains to the northern Great

Plains, low-level wind direction and resultant moisture

distributions from the southern plains to the Southeast).

Convective mode varied notably by season, with a clear

majority of spring (March–May) and summer (June–

August) significant tornado events associated with dis-

crete cells (Fig. 4a). Significant tornado events with

QLCSs also peaked in the spring, though at much lower

frequencies compared to discrete cells. Significant tor-

nado events with QLCSs varied by roughly a factor of 2.5

across all four seasons, compared to a factor of 6 for dis-

crete cell events. The convective mode associated with

significant tornadoes in the winter, when the frequencies

of QLCS and discrete cell events were nearly identical,

differed substantially from other seasons.

A further regional and seasonal breakdown of events

reveals several important differences in convective mode

and significant tornado occurrence. From Figs. 4b–d, it is

seen that a vast majority of southern plains significant

tornado events occurred with discrete cells during the

spring, with a similar signal across the northern plains in

the summer. Significant tornado events were also more

common with discrete cells across the Midwest in the

spring. QLCS significant tornado events occurred at nearly

the same frequency in the Southeast in the spring and

winter (December–February), and also displayed a mod-

erate number of events in the fall. The relative maximum

for discrete cell significant tornado events during the fall

(September–November) in the Southeast was a result of

the large number of tropical cyclone landfalls and associ-

ated tornadoes in 2004 and 2005 (Edwards 2010).

Marked differences were noted in the temporal distri-

butions of significant tornadoes within the warm season

FIG. 4. Distribution by numbers of significant tornado events for (a) convective mode by season, (b) discrete cell,

(c) QLCS, and (d) cluster modes by region (NP 5 northern plains; SP 5 southern plains; MW 5 Midwest; SE 5

Southeast) and season.
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(April–October; see Fig. 5a). All events were binned into

3-h periods to dampen sampling vagaries and maintain

the more prominent signals in the data (similar to Trapp

et al. 2005). The discrete cell events exhibited a pro-

nounced diurnal cycle with a sharp peak in events near

0000 UTC. The QLCS and cluster significant tornado

events displayed a similar diurnal maximum at a much

lower magnitude. Interestingly, the number of QLCS

significant tornado events (21) during the morning (from

0700 to 1800 UTC) was roughly equivalent to the number

of discrete cell significant tornado events (19). Cool sea-

son events (November–March; see Fig. 5b) were sub-

stantially less frequent than during the warm season,

and the diurnal peak in discrete cells was much less

pronounced. The QLCS tornado events were more

evenly distributed with relative maxima near 0600 and

1500 UTC, and an absolute minimum near 2100 UTC.

This minimum in QLCS events near the peak of the

diurnal heating cycle appears to be the most noteworthy

difference compared to the discrete cell events, suggest-

ing cool season QLCS significant tornado events are

more synoptically driven.

b. Hail and wind events

A sample of 355 significant hail and 556 significant

wind events was collected during the 6-yr period from

January 2003 through December 2008 across the CONUS.

These events were further subdivided into regions and

seasons, requiring at least 24 or more separate tornado,

hail, and wind events for convective mode and parameter

comparisons (to be shown in sections 4 and 5). This re-

quirement was only met in three regions and seasons:

southern plains spring, Southeast spring, and the northern

plains summer.

The relative frequency of convective mode in each

region and season varied markedly for each severe

weather type (Figs. 6a–c). Discrete cells dominated

Great Plains significant tornado events in the spring

and summer, with a more even distribution in the

Southeast spring compared to QLCS classifications.

Significant hail–nontornado events were mostly dis-

crete cells with a minimal number of QLCS classifica-

tions. Convective mode appeared to be more evenly

distributed for significant wind–nontornado events. How-

ever, clusters and discrete cells represented a clear

majority compared to QLCSs. Interestingly, the largest

relative frequency of QLCS classifications was associ-

ated with significant tornadoes in the Southeast spring,

and not with significant wind events that occurred in the

absence of nearby tornadoes.

4. Parameter distributions

a. Winds and heights

Midlevel flow for the significant tornado sample was

clustered around the southwest direction (2258) in the

Southeast during fall and winter, compared to having

a more westerly component in the spring (Fig. 7a). This

tendency was also noted when compared to the three

other region and season combinations. Fall events in the

Southeast tended to have more southerly 850-hPa winds

compared to spring and winter, a reflection of the in-

fluence of tropical cyclones during this period (Fig. 7b).

Flow at 850 hPa was typically more southerly in the

southern plains significant tornado events during spring

compared to the Midwest and Southeast, and this ten-

dency was noted in comparing Great Plains and South-

east events across the spectrum of severe events (not

shown). In comparison to both significant hail and wind

events occurring in the absence of tornadoes, significant

tornado events had a statistically significant tendency for

a more southwesterly versus westerly component to the

flow at 500 hPa for the Southeast and southern plains

spring and northern plains summer (not shown).

FIG. 5. Temporal distribution by numbers of significant tornado events for convective mode in 3-h bins (UTC) for the

(a) warm and (b) the cool seasons.
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Figures 8a and 8b depict substantially weaker 500-

and 850-hPa winds in northern plains summer signifi-

cant tornado events compared to all other regions and

seasons. This corresponds to the annual oscillation in

location and amplitude of the polar westerlies over the

CONUS, and the relationship of the polar jet to the low-

level jet in severe weather situations (e.g., Uccellini and

Johnson 1979). Overall, wind speeds were generally

lower in events across the Great Plains compared to the

Southeast and Midwest. However, in comparison to

Figs. 7a and 7b, a larger degree of veering of the wind

profile can be inferred in events over the Great Plains,

with greater magnitude difference in wind direction be-

tween 850 and 500 hPa. This suggests that both speed and

direction play important roles in determining the mag-

nitude of ground-relative vertical wind shear in the Great

Plains; whereas more unidirectional and stronger ki-

nematic profiles tend to characterize the Southeast and

Midwest. Although this is a typical operational obser-

vation, it is not as directly relevant to storm dynamics

when the traditional definitions of directional and speed

shear are applied to storm-relative winds (Markowski

and Richardson 2006).

Both 500- and 850-hPa wind speeds were substantially

greater for significant tornado versus significant hail and

wind events, with this differentiation most apparent in

the Southeast spring (Figs. 9a and 9b). This is suggestive

of a more amplified synoptic pattern or stronger mean

flow during significant tornado days. This finding agrees

with the proximity sounding work of Markowski et al.

(2003), where significantly tornadic supercell events were

characterized by stronger ground-relative winds com-

pared to nontornadic supercell events.

The 500-hPa height falls (tornado time minus 12 h) for

the significant tornado sample were most pronounced

over the Southeast in winter, and smallest over the

northern plains in summer (Fig. 10a). This similar trend

was noted when comparing significant tornado events to

the significant hail events (Fig. 10b) with a statistically

significant tendency to have greater height falls in the

Southeast and southern plains in spring with the tornado

events. Interestingly, almost half of all significant tornado

events were characterized by only small 500-hPa height

falls (less than 30 m), or small height rises (especially

during the northern plains summer). It should be noted

that the height changes described here refer to the im-

mediate vicinity of the significant severe events, while

greater upstream height falls could occur in closer prox-

imity to synoptic-scale troughs.

b. Temperature and dewpoint

The distribution of 500-hPa temperatures for the sig-

nificant tornado sample in the Southeast fall is similar to

(although broader than) the northern plains summer

(Fig. 11a). The warmer 700-hPa temperatures over the

northern plains (Fig. 11b) are consistent with steeper

FIG. 6. Relative frequency of convective mode by type of sig-

nificant severe event: (a) tornado, (b) hail, and (c) wind, for the

Southeast spring (SE SPR), southern plains spring (SP SPR), and

northern plains summer (NP SUM). The count of events is pro-

vided above each bar graph.
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midlevel temperature lapse rates in the northern plains

summer compared to the Southeast fall (not shown). In

the spring, southern plains 700-hPa temperatures are

noticeably warmer than over the Midwest or Southeast

(Fig. 11b), reflecting the EML source region over the

Southwest (upstream from the Great Plains).

The mean 850-hPa dewpoints for the significant tor-

nado sample were roughly 48C greater across all regions

and seasons than were found for a 6.5-yr dataset of both

significant and nonsignificant tornadoes by David (1976).

The greatest regional and seasonal differences are be-

tween the northern plains summer and Southeast winter

(Fig. 11c). Despite these differences, the mean increase in

850-hPa dewpoint of 3.38C from 12 h prior to initial tor-

nado time was consistent across all regions and seasons

(Fig. 12a). Figures 12b and 12c depict a roughly neutral

thermal change at 500 hPa directly over the significant

tornado locations and only slight warming at 850 hPa,

with relatively minor variations in the median noted

among regions and seasons. This suggests that the local

time tendency of moisture plays a larger role than tem-

perature in the low levels for conditioning the thermo-

dynamic environment prior to significant tornado events.

This finding is important, since changes in lifted parcel

moisture have approximately twice the impact on CAPE

as temperature (e.g., Crook 1996).

Although the distribution of surface temperatures varies

greatly based on season for the significant tornado sample

(Fig. 13a), dewpoints depict less variation (Fig. 13b) with

a mean of 668F. The latter implies that although low-level

moisture can be augmented by local sources, namely via

evapotranspiration during the growing season (especially

within the corn belt region of the Midwest and northern

plains), the background synoptic regime is likely the

FIG. 7. Box-and-whiskers plots of (a) 500- and (b) 850-hPa wind direction (8) for significant tornadoes in SE SPR, SP SPR, Midwest

spring (MW SPR) NP SUM, Southeast fall (SE FAL), Southeast winter (SE WIN), and the entire sample (ALL). The shaded box covers

the 25th–75th percentiles, the whiskers extend to the 10th and 90th percentiles, and the median values are marked by a triangle within each

shaded box. The count of events is provided along the x axis.

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 7, but for (a) 500- and (b) 850-hPa wind speeds (m s21).
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largest contributor to low-level moisture distributions

through horizontal advection from a warm ocean source

region (i.e., Gulf of Mexico).

c. Miller checklist comparison

A modified version of the Miller (1972) severe weather

checklist (his Table 1, with categories of weak, moderate,

and strong) utilizing percentile rank distributions is

provided in Table 2, which lists only the variables in-

cluded in our event sample. The median of our 90 sig-

nificant tornado outbreak events (those representing

six or more EF21 tornadoes in a convective day) was

consistent with Miller’s ‘‘strong’’ category for the mag-

nitude of the low- and midtropospheric flow, low-level

and surface dewpoint temperatures, as well as for sur-

face pressure and 12-h pressure falls. Weaker winds in

the ‘‘moderate’’ category characterized the upper-level

flow, along with low- and midtropospheric flow for 179

singular significant tornado events. Median 500-hPa

12-h height changes fell into Miller’s moderate cate-

gory for our significant tornado outbreaks and into

the ‘‘weak’’ category for the singular EF2 events. Op-

erational forecasters sometimes focus on the more in-

tense synoptic short-wave troughs and associated large

midlevel height falls as an important component for

forecasting significant tornado events. However, our

relatively small 500-hPa height falls suggest this proxy

for large-scale ascent need not be large directly over an

area supportive of tornado development. This is con-

sistent with the finding of weaker synoptic forcing (via

upper-tropospheric potential vorticity advection) favor-

ing discrete cell development (Schumann and Roebber

2010) and a greater threat for tornadoes (Thompson and

Edwards 2000).

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 7, but for (a) 500- and (b) 850-hPa wind speeds (m s21) for significant severe events. An asterisk along the x axis indicates

a statistically significant difference in the means between significant hail or wind events vs significant tornado events.

FIG. 10. As in Figs. 7 and 9, but for the 12-h change of geopotential height (m) at 500-hPa for (a) significant tornado and (b) significant

severe events.
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d. Sounding-derived parameters

1) KINEMATIC VARIABLES

Figures 14a and 14b depict generally weaker bulk wind

differences in northern plains summer events compared

to all other regions and seasons, similar to the differences

noted in 500- and 850-hPa wind speeds in section 4a. Low-

level bulk wind differences tended to be weaker in Great

Plains environments compared to the Southeast and

Midwest. Differences were more pronounced (and gen-

erally statistically significant) between significant tornado

events versus significant hail and wind events (Figs. 15a

and 15b). This was especially true for Southeast spring

events where both low- and midlevel bulk wind differ-

ences were substantially greater for significant tornado

events. These same trends were noted when comparing

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 7, but for (a) 500- and (b) 700-hPa temperatures

(8C), and (c) 850-hPa dewpoints (8C).
FIG. 12. As in Fig. 7, but for 12-h change of (a) 850-hPa dewpoints

and (b) temperatures (8C), as well as (c) 500-hPa temperatures (8C).
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effective bulk wind difference and storm-relative helicity

(not shown).

2) THERMODYNAMIC VARIABLES

Great Plains and Midwest environments tended to be

more unstable, with greater available buoyancy occurring

over a larger distribution of values compared to events in

the Southeast (Fig. 16a). Meanwhile, the median values

of mixed layer convective inhibition (MLCIN) were

generally similar across all regions and seasons (Fig. 16b).

These same trends were also noted in most unstable

CAPE and CIN comparisons (not shown). The mean

mixed layer lifting condensation level (MLLCL) for the

significant tornado events was 904 m, with overall distri-

butions by region and season consistent with MLCAPE

(Fig. 16c).

Overall differences in the distribution of MLCAPE

appear to be modest between significant tornado versus

significant hail and wind events (Fig. 17a). More promi-

nent differences occurred with MLCIN and MLLCL,

with a statistically significant tendency for weaker con-

vective inhibition and lower LCL heights to accompany

significant tornado events versus significant hail and wind

events in the northern plains summer (Figs. 17b and 17c).

Though MLCAPE does not discriminate well between

our classes of significant severe thunderstorm events, it is

important to note that MLCAPE . 500 J kg21 is nec-

essary for the majority of the significant severe thunder-

storm events.

3) COMPOSITE INDICES

Figure 18a shows that for all but Southeast winter, the

10th percentile of the supercell composite parameter

(SCP) for each region and season was at or above 1, the

approximate design threshold in the SCP for discrimina-

tion between supercell and nonsupercell discrete storms

(Thompson et al. 2003). This infers that the majority of

significant tornadoes in our sample occurred in environ-

ments favorable for discrete supercell storms (57% of the

significant tornadoes in our sample were classified as dis-

crete cell). Once again, the use of regional reflectivity

mosaics limits the possibility of true classification based on

supercell and nonsupercell archetypes. Substantial dif-

ferences between significant tornado versus hail and wind

events occur in the Southeast spring (Fig. 18b), with much

higher values of SCP during significant tornado events.

FIG. 13. As in Fig. 7, but for surface (a) temperatures (8F) and (b) dewpoints (8F).

TABLE 2. Percentile rank distributions of selected mandatory-level parameters for 90 events having days with at least six significant

tornadoes (179 events having days with a single significant tornado in parentheses).

Percentile

Parameter 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th

300-hPa wind speed (kt) 42 (34) 59 (44) 70 (59) 82 (74) 96 (89)

500-hPa wind speed (kt) 44 (31) 49 (37) 60 (49) 70 (58) 75 (67)

850-hPa wind speed (kt) 30 (20) 35 (26) 44 (33) 50 (42) 60 (50)

850-hPa dewpoint (8C) 10 (8) 11 (11) 13 (13) 15 (15) 16 (16)

12-h surface pressure falls (hPa) 0 (1) 2 (2) 5 (5) 7 (7) 10 (9)

12-h 500-hPa height falls (m) 0 (210) 18 (5) 35 (22) 60 (43) 71 (76)

Mean sea level pressure (hPa) 1008 (1011) 1006 (1009) 1004 (1006) 999 (1002) 996 (997)

Surface dewpoint (8F) 59 (58) 63 (63) 66 (66) 70 (70) 73 (73)
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This trend appears to a lesser extent (but still statistically

significant) for southern plains spring and northern plains

summer events.

The mean significant tornado parameter (STP) for the

significant tornado events was 2.2. Figure 19a shows that

for all but the Southeast winter, the 50th percentile was

at or above 1, the approximate threshold that the STP

was designed to discriminate between significant and

nonsignificant tornadoes (Thompson et al. 2003). STP

values were larger for significant tornado versus signifi-

cant hail and wind events, and these differences were

statistically significant for all three region and season

combinations (Fig. 19b).

5. Comparison of discriminating factors for
diagnostic utility

Following Rasmussen and Blanchard (1998) and

Rasmussen (2003), Heidke’s skill score (HSS) was used

to assess the relative diagnostic accuracy of various en-

vironmental parameters in conjunction with convective

mode, to provide an objective comparison of discrimi-

nation. Doswell et al. (1990) demonstrated that the HSS

was superior to the critical success index (CSI) for eval-

uating forecasts of rare events because it gave credit for

a correct forecast of a nonevent. To examine the ability

of a parameter to diagnose the occurrence of significant

tornadoes versus significant hail (in the absence of tor-

nadoes) and significant tornadoes versus significant wind

(in the absence of tornadoes), the following rule was used:

given that a parameter is associated with the occurrence

of a significant tornado, hail, or wind event, if the value of

the parameter is greater than x, then a significant tornado

will be associated with the parameter. Exceptions to this

rule included MLLCL, 500-hPa height change, 500- and

850-hPa wind direction, and 700-hPa temperature where

the value of the parameter was less than x. The value of x

that maximized the HSS for this rule was sought, by

FIG. 14. As in Fig. 7, but for bulk wind differences (m s21) at (a) 0–6 and (b) 0–1 km.

FIG. 15. As in Fig. 9, but for bulk wind difference (m s21) at (a) 0–6 and (b) 0–1 km.
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examining HSS for all possible xs. For convective mode

discrimination, categorical occurrence or nonoccurrence

was assigned for each type prior to HSS calculation.

Table 3 depicts the HSS for 19 tested parameters with

significant tornado versus significant hail and wind events

(in the absence of tornadoes), both individually and for

the combination of the Southeast spring, southern plains

spring, and northern plains summer. Several similarities

and differences can be gleaned from Table 3, which de-

picts the 10 highest HSSs within each column. Given the

observational experience that most significant tornado

and hail events are commonly associated with supercells,

the importance of low- and midlevel winds to discrimi-

nate between these types of significant severe events

could largely be expected. This is supported by the

FIG. 16. As in Fig. 7, but for ML (a) CAPE (J kg21), (b) CIN

(J kg21), and (c) LCL (m).
FIG. 17. As in Fig. 9, but for ML (a) CAPE (J kg21), (b) CIN

(J kg21), and (c) LCL (m).
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finding of Markowski et al. (2003) that ground-relative

wind speeds are larger in significant tornado environ-

ments than in weak tornado and nontornado environ-

ments, and that this result was more statistically robust

in the low- to midtroposphere. As noted in section 3b,

a near-complete lack of significant hail–nontornado

events associated with QLCS convective mode (2%) is

supported by an HSS of 0.278 for the occurrence of

significant tornadoes with QLCS convective mode.

Similar to the significant hail event comparison, the

stronger the low- and midlevel winds, the greater the

likelihood for significant tornado events versus signifi-

cant wind–nontornado events. The relatively high rank-

ing of cluster (HSS of 0.417) and discrete cell (HSS of

0.330) convective modes underlies the value of convec-

tive mode when attempting to discriminate between sig-

nificant tornado and significant wind–nontornado events.

Overall, the relatively greater importance of com-

posite and kinematic parameters can be seen compared

to thermodynamic parameters. This is consistent with

the finding from Shafer et al. (2010) that storm-relative

helicity parameters provided greater discrimination be-

tween Weather Research and Forecasting Model (WRF)

estimates of tornado outbreaks and primarily non-

tornadic outbreaks, compared to CAPE. Nevertheless,

certain thermodynamic parameters can provide relatively

high levels of discrimination in specific regions and sea-

sons (e.g., MLLCL in the Southeast spring and northern

plains summer for significant tornado versus both signifi-

cant hail and wind events). This suggests that given an

a priori expectation of a significant severe event, com-

posite and kinematic parameters, along with convective

mode, should play more prominent roles in anticipating

the type of significant severe events. This does not imply

that thermodynamic parameters are unimportant; rather,

their importance is likely larger when comparing a sig-

nificant tornado event and a true null-tornado environ-

ment where significant severe storms did not occur.

FIG. 18. As in Figs. 7 and 9, but for the SCP for (a) significant tornado and (b) significant severe events.

FIG. 19. As in Figs. 7 and 9, but for the STP for (a) significant tornado and (b) significant severe events.
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In addition, it is important to note that some of the

mandatory-level variables actually discriminate similar

to or better than their corresponding sounding-derived

measures for significant tornado events versus signifi-

cant severe–nontornado events (e.g., 500- and 850-hPa

wind speeds versus 0–6- and 0–1-km bulk wind differ-

ences). This appears to be especially true for kinematic

parameters and infers that it may largely remain a mat-

ter of preference over whether a forecaster should use

a base-state display of wind speeds or sounding-derived

calculated wind shear when attempting to forecast a

significant tornado environment compared to a signifi-

cant severe–nontornado environment.

6. Summary and discussion

A sample of 448 significant tornado (EF2 1 damage)

events and associated convective mode was collected for

the 9-yr period from January 2000 through December

2008, based on Storm Data reports and regional radar

reflectivity mosaic images. Significant tornadoes were

most common with discrete cells (57% of events, 69% of

total tornadoes), while QLCSs accounted for 27% of our

events (20% of total tornadoes), and clusters contained

the remaining 16% of our events (11% of total torna-

does). Significant tornadoes occurred most frequently

with discrete cells in the spring (southern plains) and

summer (northern plains), while QLCS significant tor-

nadoes were more evenly distributed throughout the year.

Significant tornadoes occurred at nearly equal frequencies

with discrete cells and QLCSs in the Southeast during the

winter and spring. The discrete cell events displayed a

clear diurnal peak near 0000 UTC and a minimum during

the overnight/morning hours. A muted peak in QLCS

tornadoes was noted around 0000 UTC during the warm

season, with more evenly distributed occurrences at var-

ious times of day during the cool season. This suggests

that the most difficult tornado forecasts associated with

convective mode are during the winter in the Southeast,

while significant tornadoes occur most consistently with

discrete cells across the southern plains in the spring and

northern plains in the summer during the late afternoon

to early evening.

We have largely replicated the results of prior studies

that focused on mandatory pressure-level data (e.g.,

Miller 1972; David 1976), with a few noteworthy excep-

tions. Temperature changes aloft (e.g., 500 hPa) were

rather small in the 12-h period leading up to the signifi-

cant tornado events, but local moistening of roughly 28–

48C at 850 hPa was documented. Somewhat surprisingly,

12-h 500-hPa height falls were typically only around 30 m

in the immediate area of the significant tornado events.

Owing in part to the previous studies from the 1970s,

operational forecasters sometimes tend to focus on the

more intense and rapidly moving synoptic systems, with

larger resultant change fields, when attempting to fore-

cast significant tornado episodes. The synoptic systems

associated with significant tornado events vary from

barely perceptible to high-amplitude waves, but the

degree of large-scale ascent inferred solely from midlevel

TABLE 3. HSSs for selected parameters in the significant tornado vs significant hail–no tornado and significant wind–no tornado forecasts.

The 10 highest HSSs for each column are displayed for SE SPR, SP SPR, and NP SUM, individually and combined.

Hail Wind

Wind parameter SE SPR SP SPR NP SUM Total SE SPR SP SPR NP SUM Total

Cluster mode — — — — 0.375 0.494 0.305 0.417

Discrete mode — — — — — 0.455 0.283 0.330

QLCS mode 0.305 — 0.255 0.278 — — — —

STP 0.602 0.443 0.440 0.472 0.727 0.476 0.391 0.496

SCP 0.534 0.407 — 0.339 0.681 0.471 0.380 0.453

0–1-km bulk wind difference 0.810 0.550 0.382 0.555 0.815 — 0.336 0.412

850-hPa wind speed 0.773 0.629 0.372 0.588 0.754 0.338 0.355 0.489

850-hPa wind direction — — — — 0.442 — — —

0–6-km bulk wind difference 0.539 0.409 — 0.308 0.619 0.527 0.322 0.486

500-hPa wind speed 0.652 0.541 0.283 0.441 0.657 0.657 0.425 0.557

500-hPa wind direction 0.448 0.471 0.389 0.423 — 0.395 — 0.325

12-h 500-hPa height change 0.439 0.481 0.329 0.410 0.439 0.362 — 0.327

MLCAPE — 0.327 — — — — 0.337 —

MLCIN — — 0.354 — — 0.321 — —

MLLCL 0.353 — 0.391 0.349 0.506 — 0.301 —

Surface dewpoint — 0.299 0.367 — — — — —

850-hPa dewpoint — — — — — — — —

Surface temp — — — — — — — —

700-hPa temp — — — — — — — —
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height falls need not be large in magnitude directly over

the location of a significant tornado. Even so, greater

midlevel height falls do tend to characterize significant

tornado environments compared to significant hail and

wind events in the absence of tornadoes.

An objective measure (HSS) of discrimination be-

tween significant tornadoes and significant hail and wind

events in the absence of tornadoes was provided for di-

agnostic utility. This helps synthesize the key consider-

ations for forecasting such events by showing the relative

discriminating power between mandatory pressure-level

data, sounding-based derived parameters, and convective

mode, all of which are routinely produced by model

guidance available within the operational community.

Relatively greater discrimination occurs between com-

posite parameters, kinematic variables (whether manda-

tory pressure level or sounding derived), and convective

mode compared with thermodynamic variables. Given

a forecaster’s conditional anticipation of a significant

severe event, the magnitude of low- and midlevel ground-

relative wind speeds in combination with composite pa-

rameters and the type of convective mode should largely

aid the forecaster with the expected type of severe event.

The success of pattern recognition in significant tornado

forecasting is largely a function of how consistently the

identified pattern relates to the generation and colloca-

tion of the necessary ingredients for tornadic supercells,

which account for the largest percentage of significant

tornado events and outbreaks.

Work is on going to expand upon the comparison of

convective mode to kinematic and thermodynamic pa-

rameters for a broad spectrum of severe weather events,

with the development of a comprehensive database of

radar-based convective morphology for all tornado, along

with all significant hail and wind events in the CONUS

since 2003. Classification of convective mode is being

performed with full-resolution reflectivity and velocity

data from an individual WSR-88D closest to a given

report. This allows for the determination of supercell

versus nonsupercell storms, and should lead to more

precise classifications with higher temporal and spatial

resolutions than regional reflectivity mosaics (see Smith

et al. 2010; Thompson et al. 2010).
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